In X-ray computed tomography (CT), scattered radiation plays an important role in the accurate reconstruction of the inspected object, leading to a loss of contrast between the different materials in the reconstruction volume and cupping artifacts in the images. We present a Monte Carlo simulation tool for spectral X-ray CT to predict the scattered radiation generated by complex samples. An experimental setup is presented to isolate the energy distribution of scattered radiation. Spectral CT is a novel technique implementing photon-counting detectors able to discriminate the energy of incoming photons, enabling spectral analysis of X-ray images. This technique is useful to extract efficiently more information on energy dependent quantities (e.g. mass attenuations coefficients) and study matter interactions (e.g. X-ray scattering, photoelectric absorption, etc...). Having a good knowledge of the spectral distribution of the scattered X-rays is fundamental to establish methods attempting to correct for it. The simulations are validated by real measurements using a CdTe spectral resolving detector (Multix ME-100). We observed the effect of the scattered radiation on the image reconstruction, becoming relevant in the energy range where the Compton events are dominant (i.e. above 50keV).
INTRODUCTION
X-ray computed tomography (CT) is an imaging technique that has been developed and consolidated in last century and is used daily for many purposes primarily medical diagnostics but more and more also other field like airport security screening, food quality, etc. An X-ray CT measurement consists in observing the ratio between the transmitted and incident photons on an object under investigation from multiple angles. It is of key importance to have a good model of the physical interactions between the X-ray photons and the sample. Most of the reconstruction techniques implemented in conventional CT scanners are based on the Lambert-Beer law, 1 where the interactions are assumed to be fully described by an exponential attenuation model. Moreover, the detectors adopted by these instruments are typically based on single or dual energy methods, meaning that the signal is integrated over broad energy intervals. Consequently, in standard commercial X-ray CT scanners there are two main effects deteriorating the reconstructions.
Firstly, the X-ray source is typically a tube that generates a polychromatic beam, and since the low energy photons are absorbed more efficiently than high energy photons, cupping and streaking artifacts arising in the reconstructions represent an issue known as beam hardening. Monte Carlo simulations have been used to predict and correct such effects 2 however, it turns out to be challenging in fields where the sample is complex and has a wider range of unknown materials. As an alternative to modeling, one could use spectral photon counting detectors, 3 capable of discriminating the energy of the incoming photons. In this way, under the assumption that the energy resolution is good enough, each measurement can be considered a set of monochromatic acquisitions.
detector along a linear path, but also by photons having undergone scattering events S s ( r, E). Johns and Yaffe have shown that the scattering contribution can produce significant cupping artifacts in fan beam geometry CT acquisitions, 4 even though its impact is substantially decreased due to a reduced volume of the sample being irradiated compared to cone beam CT and the detection solid angle being restricted to the fan beam plane. Only very recently has a way been presented to incorporate the scattered radiation estimate in the forward projection of model based iterative reconstruction techniques to reduce artifacts caused by scattered photons 5 however, the simulations were carried with a monochromatic beam. A simulation method providing spectral scattering estimate in fast time scales have been developed and validated based on a hybrid Monte Carlo and deterministic approach 6 thereby introducing a bias in the result. In this work, we present a novel fully stochastic Monte Carlo simulation tool for spectral CT featuring an estimation of the scattered radiation. The tool is validated by comparing simulation results with experimental acquisitions. Finally, the tool is used to predict the scattered contribution of an X-ray spectral CT simulation, and its impact on the slice reconstruction is evaluated.
SIMULATION METHOD
The simulations were performed using McXtrace, 7 a software package for Monte Carlo simulation of X-ray experiments by ray-tracing methods. Rather than tracing individual photons, in this framework rays of photons and their interactions are simulated by probabilistic entities defined by weight factors and tracing parameters such as direction, wave-vector, polarization vector, phase etc. The individual parts composing the instrument (e.g. sources, slits, detectors, samples, etc.) are identified as components that can be separately implemented in comparably few lines of simple code. For this work, we have developed a novel sample component suitable for X-ray spectral CT, with explicit treatment of the different physical interactions of X-rays incident on objects composed of multiple materials. The new sample component is initialized by loading a virtual phantom of the object that is made up of a finite number of discretized voxels of a defined size and in a 3D rectangular grid. The value in each voxel holds an integer number i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N which labels a specific material. For each material, two different look-up tables are then required. The first look-up table is composed of the energy parametrized photoelectric absorption σ 8 This table is used to assess the probability of each interaction.
The second lookup table is used to sample the angular deflection for the scattering events, and is composed of the scattering function I i (Q) of each material, loaded from a database of previously measured X-ray scattering patterns. 9 In this work, the scattering function is treated as the probability distribution function (PDF) of the scattering vector Q, of amplitude:
where λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray and 2θ is the angle between the incident and the scattered photon. In this way, Q can be sampled by the inversion method, which involves computing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the distribution and then inverting that function. Since the model used for the scattering vector is based on experimental data, the distribution is discrete and the computation of the CDF is simply done by adding up the individual probabilities (normalized to sum 1) for the various points of the distribution. The scattering angle 2θ is then obtained from the sampled Q using eq. 1 since the energy of the incident ray is a known parameter. A limitation of the current implementation is that the angular sampling is treated the same way for both Rayleigh and Compton scattering events. As an alternative, one could use analytical approximations for the incoherent scattering as presented by Hajdu 10 and Palinkas, 11 or sample the angular deviation as predicted by the Thomson and Klein-Nishina functions. 12 The azimuthal angle φ is uniformly sampled in the interval (0, 2π), since the source emitted by a conventional X-ray tube is considered to be randomly polarized. Finally, if the scattering event is determined to be of Compton type, the ray's energy parameter is updated to E inc according to the Compton energy shift relation:
(2) Figure 1 shows an example of the look-up tables for H 2 O read by the component to simulate the interactions. The pseudo-code of the component is shown in Algorithm 1. Therein, the step length s l represents the rate at which the interaction probabilities are checked while the ray is traced through the sample up to the final length l. In the following simulations l is set to be to be four times smaller than the voxel size, except at the first step of each ray traced, where the step length is multiplied by a random generated number to reduce artifacts induced by the regularity.
14 µ(E) represent the photoelectric absorption linear attenuation, while ρ i and σ i ph (E) are respectively the density relative to water and the photoelectric absorption cross section of each material. , that is the sum of the previous three. Note the logarithmic scale to emphasize each contribution to the total attenuation. Above 50keV, Compton scattering is dominant whereas photoelectric absorption is prevailing for low energies. Rayleigh scattering is about two orders of magnitude lower than the total attenuation. In (b) and (c), the water scattering function's probability distribution function (PDF) and its respective cumulative distribution function (CDF) respectively are represented.
Data: Object's phantom and material densities ρ i , cross sections σ i (E) and scattering functions I i (Q) Result: Energy resolved total and scattering signal following the interaction between X-rays and the object initialize system's geometry and variables; set the step length s l ; while ray is within the object do if ray is scattered then sample scattering angle θ; if Compton scattering then update to Compton energy with eq. 2; update ray direction according to θ; else Rayleigh scattering; update ray direction according to θ; end end read photoelectric absorption linear attenuation µ(E) = ρ i σ i ph (E); ray travels the step length s l ; increment the cumulative linear attenuation along the trace µ(E)l = µ(E)l + µ(E)s l ; end apply final weight to the ray: e −µ(E)l ; Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the McXtrace object component.
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to validate the simulation tool we have designed an instrumental setup to detect the isolated radiation being scattered from the sample. The X-ray beam was generated by a tungsten anode and the acceleration voltage and filament current were set to 150keV and 0.5mA respectively. For these operating parameters, the focal spot was 75µm. A 3mm thick aluminum filter was placed in front of the source to suppress the low energy characteristic fluorescent lines emitted by the source, in order to reduce the beam hardening effects and the detection of photons with energy below the lowest threshold of the detector. The detector was a spectral photon counting 1D detector, namely Multix-ME100, 3 composed of 1 × 256 square pixels of pitch 0.8mm with 128 energy bins of width 1.1keV, linearly distributed between 20 and 160keV. An energy distribution of the source was obtained by an acquisition of the flat field (i.e. without the sample being inserted) and was used as the probability distribution of the ray's energy parameter for the simulated source. Figure 2(a) shows the spectral shape generated by the X-ray source in both experiment and simulations. The detector spectral effects (e.g. escape peaks, charge sharing, pile-up, etc.) of the acquired source spectrum were corrected for by using a method developed by Christensen et al., 15 so that the detector could be considered ideal in the simulations. As an alternative, one would have to apply a detector response matrix to the results. 16 The X-ray beam was collimated into a fan beam geometry, whereas the linear detector was sequentially translated vertically to reproduce a 70 × 256 2D-detector. To isolate the radiation contribution being scattered from the sample S s ( r, E) to the total signal S t ( r, E) = S p ( r, E) + S s ( r, E), we analyzed the signal detected in the region outside of the fan beam plane. The sample used in the experiments was made up of four glass (SiO 2 ) bottles filled with water (
and an aluminum rod. The sample was designed to expose the challenge of accurate classification of materials with very similar properties. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2(b) . The sample, placed at a distance SAD=300mm from the detector, was composed of four glass bottles filled with different materials and an aluminum rod. The 1D detector, placed at a distance ADD=280mm from the sample, was composed of 256 pixels in the x direction and is vertically translated in the y direction to reproduce a 2D detector. At the detector surface not hit by the fan beam plane, the signal consists of radiation being scattered by the sample.
A simulation of the identical setup was performed to compare the results. A mathematical phantom of the sample of 150 × 150 voxels of size 0.667mm was generated and used as an input for the Monte Carlo simulations. The simulation runtime for a single projection with 10 7 rays being sampled was 13 minutes on a standard laptop. The performance is similar and in some instances faster than in some previous recent works 6 for a sample of similar geometrical size. For CT simulations, several projections can be simulated in parallel in multicore architectures to increase efficiency. The output of the simulation, showing the distinct contribution of the Rayleigh and Compton scattering to the total signal is shown in figure 3 , where the energy channels has been merged in two intervals. The first in the low energy range [20, 54.2] keV and the second in the high energy range [125.8, 160] keV. As expected, the scattering angle increases as the energy decreases, indicating that information about the geometrical structure of the sample is lost at low energies. A similar behavior, shown in figure 4 , is found by comparing the contribution from single and multiple scattering (i.e. when then ray scatters respectively once and more than once in the same tracing). For multiple scattered rays, the features of the sample are lost and the rays are randomly distributed around the center of the sample. Furthermore, the Compton scattered signal becomes particularly relevant at high energies where a loss of contrast between the different parts of the samples is visible by comparing figures 3(a) and 3(d). It should be noted that the simulation output is on an arbitrary scale since it is a probability map. Therefore, the data should be interpreted after having rescaled it properly according to the ray flux however, in most of applications this procedure is not necessary since the reconstruction techniques typically require the data set to be normalized as attenuation A( r, E) according to eq:
where S( r, E) and S 0 ( r, E) are the detected signal at the pixel position r and at the energy channel E, respectively with and without the sample being inserted. figure 5(a) , the horizontal profile of the scattered radiation is represented. Rather than analyzing singularly each horizontal line, we have integrated the signal in the area out of the fan beam plane to have better statistics. For the same purpose, all the energy channels have been integrated since we have previously discussed the behavior of the spatial distribution as function of the energy. The energy distribution shape of the scattered signal is shown in figure5(b). It is evident by comparing the two lines in the figures that the simulation underestimates the high energy, and thus supposedly the incoherent (Compton), scattering events. This can be caused, for instance, by the impact of the background radiation incoming from the environment, due to the difficulties of achieving a perfect fan-beam collimation. The consequence is a mismatch in the spatial profile, since the model that has been used for the angular sampling of the scattering events does not distinguish by the event type. We expect that by using a separate model for the incoherent scattering, as discussed in the previous section, the sampled deflection will be shifted towards higher angles converging to the results obtained by the experiments. Another reason inducing the discrepancy is that the Q-range used for the sampling is defined experimentally therefore is limited by the instrumental constraints as seen in figure 1(b) . Consequently, the very high and low scattering angles are not included in the simulations.
TOMOGRAPHY SIMULATION
In the last part of the work, we have simulated a tomography scan of 37 projections linearly distributed between ω = (0, 2π). The specifications of the instrument components and of the sample are as described in the previous section. The reconstruction technique adopted was the one presented Sidky and Pan, 17 namely an algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) with total variation (TV) regularization, that has been proven to be particularly efficient for limited views datasets. To assess the impact of the scattered radiation, we have performed slice reconstructions of the total attenuation A t ( r, E) and of the primary attenuation A p ( r, E). These are obtained by inserting respectively the total signal S t ( r, E) and the primary radiation S p ( r, E) = S t ( r, E) − S s ( r, E) in eq. figure 6 , the slice reconstruction result of the primary attenuation is shown. The result is compared to the total attenuation reconstruction using the uncorrected total signal, by taking the residual between the two (i.e. A p ( r, E) − A t ( r, E)). It is found that the correction, in high energy regimes, accounts for a relative increase in amplitude of the reconstructed attenuation up to 8%. More importantly, the correction gain is different for each material being largest for the powdered sugar, which is expected to be the sample type giving rise to most scattering due to its crystallinity. Therefore, we expect the correction to be relevant to improve the contrast between different materials, for acquisitions at high energy regimes. Finally, it can be seen in figure 6 (b) that the correction diminish the cupping artifacts in the reconstruction, as the residual gets larger towards the center of the bottle. (c) Figure 6 : (a) The slice reconstruction of the primary attenuation A p ( r, E). The overlapping red line shows the horizontal line corresponding to the profile plotted in (c). In the latter the blue line is the result of the total attenuation A t ( r, E), while the red line is the result of the primary attenuation A p ( r, E) obtained by the subtraction of the scattering contribution from the total signal. The residual of the two reconstructions (namely of A p ( r, E) and A t ( r, E)) is displayed in (b).
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CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a fully stochastic simulation tool for spectral X-ray CT, featuring an estimate of the scattered radiation of fast computational speed. It has been validated by an experiment designed to detect the isolated radiation being scattered by the sample. We have discussed the current limitations of the simulation tool, and possible strategies to overcome them. In a preliminary approach, we have shown how the scattering estimate can improve the attenuation reconstruction by a restoration of the primary radiation S p ( r, E), performed as a simple subtraction of the scattering contribution S s ( r, E). It is found that especially at high energies, where the Compton scattering events are dominant, the correction is useful to improve the contrast between different materials. This is expected to aid the automated segmentation procedures leading to a more accurate material classification. In future work, we aim to incorporate the scattering estimation in the forward model of a model based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) technique, to improve even further the efficiency of the algorithm.
